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Abstract: Several strategies such as Vector Space Model (VSM), revised Vector Space Model (rVSM), and 

integration of additional elements such as stack trace and previously corrected bug report have been utilized to 

improve the Information Retrieval (IR) based bug localization process. Most of the existing IR-based approaches 

make use of source code files without filtering, which eventually increases the search space of the technique, 

thereby slowing down the bug localization process. This study developed an enhanced IR-based bug localization 

model as a viable solution. Specifically, an enhanced rVSM (e-rVSM) is developed based on the hybridization of 

code coverage, stack traces, and spectrum information. Combining the stack trace and spectrum information as 

additional features can enhance the accuracy of the IR-based technique by boosting the bug localization process. 

Code coverage analysis was conducted to remove irrelevant source files and reduce the search space of the IR 

technique. Then the filtered source files are preprocessed via tokenization and stemming from selecting relevant 

features and removing unwanted words. The preprocessed data is further analyzed by finding similarities between 

the preprocessed bug reports and source code files using the e-rVSM. Finally, scores for each source code and 

suspected buggy files are ranked in descending order. The performance of the proposed e-rVSM is tested on two 

open-source projects (Zxing and SWT), and its effectiveness is assessed using TopN rank (where N = 5, 10), Mean 

Reciprocal Rank (MRR), and Mean Average Precision (MAP). Findings from the experimental results revealed the 

effectiveness of e-rVSM in bug localization. In particular, e-rVSM recorded a significant Top 5 (80.2%; 65%) and 

Top 10 (89.1%; 75%) rank values on SWT and Zxing dataset respectively. Also, the proposed e-rVSM had MRR 

values of 80% and 54% on the SWT dataset and MAP values of 61.22% and 47.23% on the Zxing dataset.  

Keywords: information retrieval, bug localization, vector space model. 

具有代码覆盖率、堆栈跟踪和频谱信息的增强型基于信息检索的错误定位系统 

摘要：向量空间模型、修订的向量空间模型以及堆栈跟踪和先前更正的错误报告等附加

元素的集成已被用于改进基于信息检索的错误定位过程。大多数现有的基于信息检索的方法

都使用未经过滤的源代码文件，这最终增加了该技术的搜索空间，从而减慢了错误定位过程

。本研究开发了一种增强的基于信息检索的错误定位模型作为可行的解决方案。具体来说，

基于代码覆盖率、堆栈跟踪和频谱信息的混合开发了一个增强的修正向量空间模型。将堆栈

跟踪和频谱信息组合为附加功能可以通过促进错误定位过程来提高基于信息检索的技术的准

确性。进行代码覆盖分析以删除不相关的源文件并减少信息检索技术的搜索空间。然后，过

滤后的源文件通过标记化进行预处理，并源于选择相关特征和删除不需要的单词。通过使用

电子修订的向量空间模型发现预处理的错误报告和源代码文件之间的相似性，进一步分析预

处理的数据。最后，每个源代码和可疑错误文件的分数按降序排列。提议的增强型修正向量

空间模型的性能在两个开源项目（志兴和标准小部件工具包）上进行了测试，并使用前 N 排

名（其中 N = 5、10）、平均倒数排名和平均平均值评估其有效性精确。实验结果揭示了增

强的修正向量空间模型在错误定位中的有效性。特别是，增强的修正向量空间模型分别在标
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准小部件工具包和志兴数据集上记录了显着的前 5(80.2%; 65%)和前 10 名(89.1%; 75%)排名

值。此外，提议的增强型修订向量空间模型在标准小部件工具包数据集上的月经常性收入值

为 80%和 54%，在志兴数据集上的平均精度值为 61.22%和 47.23%。 

关键词：信息检索、错误定位、向量空间模型。 

 
 

1. Introduction 

Software bugs are instances of unanticipated 

behavior that affect the software's performance. It may 

also be viewed as an unsuitable procedure in software 

that would generally provide inaccurate results. 

Software engineers often devote a significant amount 

of time and resources to developing quality and reliable 

software, yet despite this, software systems are still 

vulnerable to software bugs or defects [1-3]. Moreover, 

software bugs may not be present or noticed 

immediately, but as update continues and complexity 

increases, there is a likelihood of the presence of 

software bugs. Therefore, software bug reports are 

critical for every software development project. A 

software user may warn the software development 

team about unexpected consequences of using their 

product by filing a bug report [4-8]. Software bug 

reports are widely employed in various research 

domains, including bug prediction, bug localization, 

and bug triaging; they are submitted via the Bug 

Tracking Systems (BTS) [9-11]. Software debugging 

entails two stages: bug localization and bug fixing [12]. 

To formally address software bugs, software developers 

and engineers set up software bug repositories to 

collect software bug reports from users [13]. 

Bug localization is the process by which a bug is 

located within the source code files. Although it is 

necessary for the software development process, 

particularly software maintenance, it is time-consuming 

and incredibly costly [5, 7, 14, 15]. As reported in 

several studies, software testing and debugging 

activities take up 75% of the software development 

cost. In comparison, software maintenance activities 

consume roughly 90% of the software development life 

cycle (SDLC) [16-18]. For example, Lucia et al. [19] 

assessed 374 bugs from Rhino, AspectJ, and Lucene 

software repositories in their study. It was discovered 

that 84-93% of software bugs are found in the first 20% 

of the source code files. Also, in the respective study of  

Zhou et al. [20] and Anvik et al. [21], it was disclosed 

that 300 bug reports are filed daily. In the case of large 

software products, the number of bug reports in the 

repository may be so high that it will be difficult for the 

software development team to address this large 

number of bug reports in the least amount of time. 

Furthermore, developers often do bug localization 

manually, which is tedious. As a result, reliable ways to 

automatically detect software bugs from bug reports 

are necessary [7, 9, 14, 22, 23]. Several studies have 

proposed automated bug localization techniques to 

overcome this issue, which take as input bug reports 

and use textual information from these reports' 

summary and description fields to find the buggy 

source code files. Many of these approaches are 

information retrieval (IR)-based, and they usually work 

by computing similarities between a reported bug and 

source code files. Then, the source code files are 

ranked based on their similarities to a reported bug [24-

27]. 

IR-based bug localization techniques have gained 

significant attention due to their minimal external 

dependencies [28-30]. Some of the existing IR-based 

bug localization techniques such as Vector Space 

Model (VSM) [31, 32], revised Vector Space Model 

(rVSM) [20], Modified revised Vector Space Model 

(MrVSM) [33], and Smoothed Unigram Model (SUM) 

[34] has been reported to be effective in bug 

localization. VSM was initially used for automatic bug 

localization by finding the similarities between bug 

reports and source code. Zhou et al. [20]  extended 

VSM to rVSM, which considered the complexity of the 

source codes in finding similarities. Wong et al. [35] 

introduced the magnifier parameter, β, to control how 

much weight is given to complex or large source codes. 

Wang et al. [11], Youm et al. [36], and Dao et al. [37], 

in their respective studies, proposed the integration of 

execution information and enhancement features into 

VSM in other to improve the accuracy of the automatic 

bug localization process.  

Despite the effectiveness of these methods, there is 

still a need for continuous development of 

sophisticated methods with high bug localization 

accuracy. From current studies, some features have 

been identified as potential factors that can improve the 

effectiveness of IR-based bug localization methods. 

Specifically, features such as version control history 

[33], source code metrics [36], code churn [38], stack 

traces [35] and program execution details (coverage, 

slicing and spectrum information) [11, 37, 39]. 

Collectively, the software team requires these features 

(information) to fix the bug. Nonetheless, most of the 

existing bug localization solutions usually consider the 

whole source code files without filtering, which often 

included irrelevant source code files that were not 
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covered by any failure run. It naturally expands the 

search space of IR-based techniques. Furthermore, 

several of the notable IR-based bug localization 

methods that utilized rVSM used a constant magnifier 

parameter, β, across all projects, which did not give 

ideal results due to the differences in the open-source 

projects' features. 

This study proposes an enhanced IR-based bug 

localization with an automatic generation of magnifier 

parameter β for the following: large source code files; 

code coverage to filter the irrelevant source files; 

integration of stack traces and spectrum information as 

an additional feature boosting the accuracy of the 

model. 

Specifically, the significant contributions of this 

work are highlighted below: 

1. Integration of code coverage analysis into the bug 

localization model for filtering the source code files to 

reduce the search space of IR-based models 

2. Automatic generation of the magnifier parameter 

β for large source code files in the rVSM model. 

3. Integration of stack traces analysis and spectrum 

information to enhance bug localization accuracy of the 

model. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: 

Section 2 addresses major related works, and Section 3 

explains the research methodology used in this study. 

Section 4 presents and discusses the experimental 

outcomes. Finally, Section 5 wraps up the research and 

suggests prospective future studies.  

 

2. Related Works 
This section reviews previous efforts relevant to the 

various methodologies for bug localization. They are 

provided in terms of the approaches used in the 

investigations. 

VSM was first developed as an information retrieval 

tool that can help find similarities between two 

documents and rank them based on their similarity 

scores. Poshyvanyk et al. [40] utilize an IR technique 

(Latent Semantic Indexing - LSI) for feature location 

named PROMISER. The developed method 

experimented on three bugs in eclipse and five in 

Mozilla, which is very small. In a related study, Lukins 

et al. [41] used Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) for 

automated bug localization; the approach was based on 

grouping similar phrases into a subject and then 

identifying terms that belong to that topic. Similarly, 

Nguyen et al. [5] built a model called BugScout, an 

automated solution that assists developers in reducing 

the time they spend searching for problems. It was an 

LDA-based strategy in which some of the technical 

phrases in the bug report were utilized as topics in the 

textual contents of bug reports and source code files. It 

correlates bug reports and related buggy files by their 

similar topics. It also included several improvement 

features, such as past bug reports, to improve the 

model's performance. However, LDA has the challenge 

of determining a suitable number of topics to employ. 

Besides, its ability to evolve or change with topics over 

time is a significant drawback [42, 43]. 

In enhancing VSM, Zhou, et al. [20] proposed a 

revised VSM (rVSM) that assigns weight based on the 

difficulty of a code. They based their IR techniques on 

previously corrected bug reports to maximize 

performance. The rationale underlying their approach is 

that VSM assigns the same weight to simple and 

complex code, even though complex code contains 

more errors than simple code. For their weights 

determination, another equation was developed and 

added to the standard VSM. The approach was tested 

on four open-source projects, with the results 

outperforming previous works. Also, Saha et al. [39] 

improved the VSM by considering the bug report and 

source code structures; more weight or importance was 

assigned to titles in the bug report than a summary, and 

the approach was based on the fact that the title of the 

report can also help in localizing bugs. Wong et al. [35] 

integrated rVSM with stack traces and codes 

segmentation. Their experimental findings showed that 

the two heuristics techniques integrated with rVSM 

amplified its accuracy. Furthermore, they posited that 

an additional parameter is introduced to control the 

weight given to each source file with large size or 

complex code. However, the suggested parameter 

cannot be automatically determined or generated.  

Some studies have also been conducted that 

employed the dynamic technique. Ye et al. [44] 

employed word embeddings for improving automated 

bug localization. Their research aimed to close the 

lexical gap by projecting natural language statements 

and code snippets as meaning vectors in single 

representation space. The word embeddings are 

initially trained on API to get more similarities. 

Takahashi et al. [45] utilized open-source code smells 

as added information to improve the efficiency of IR-

based problem localization. Their technique indicated 

that code smells may be utilized in conjunction with IR 

to locate bugs. Le et al. [26] considered both static and 

dynamic approaches for bug localization alongside 

suspiciousness words in the bug report as an additional 

feature to enhance its performance. Zhang et al. [25] 

developed a spectrum-based bug localization using the 

PageRank algorithm. Given the original program 

spectrum information, the PageRank Algorithm is used 

to recompute the spectrum information by considering 

the contributions of various tests. In a study by Dao et 

al. [37], execution traces were employed to improve the 

performance of IR approaches. The three-execution 

information was employed differently on three separate 

IR- methods. Their research highlighted how execution 

information might be integrated with the IR approach 

to improve performance.   

Nowadays, Machine Learning (ML) and Deep 
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Learning (DL) methods have also been employed for 

bug localization. Sangle et al. [46] combined ML and 

DL methods with rVSM for bug localization. For 

improving its accuracy, the proposed method employed 

a Multilanguage project composed of Java and C-

language and certain extra features such as previously 

addressed bug reports. Similarly, Mahajan and 

Chaudhary [47] employed the textual contents of bug 

reports and LDA, together with vectorization, to rank 

problematic files. They used an approach that combines 

LDA and vectorization to score the ranking files. Qiu et 

al. [48] developed a Just-In-Time defect identification 

and localization (JITO). Their proposed method was 

created as a plugin in an Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) to assist developers in identifying 

and locating bugs. Cheng et al. [49] designed a model 

that combines IR technology, word embedding, and 

Deep Neural Network (DNN). The IR technique was 

used to determine the exact similarity between the bug 

report and the source files; the terms in the bug report 

and the source files of different code tokens are linked 

by word embedding. The DNN technique integrated the 

extracted features to determine the correlation between 

the bug report and the source files. Xiao et al. [50] 

proposed an approach based on employing a 

convolutional neural network (CNN), random 

ensemble forests (RF), and multi-grained scanning to 

extract semantic and structural features from the word 

vectors derived from bug reports and source files. 

Tantithamthavorn et al. [51] studied the impact of the 

choice of IR-based classifier configuration on the 

model's performance and the required effort to examine 

the source code entities before locating a bug at the 

method level. Lam et al. [52] combined DNN with 

rVSM. In this approach, IR was used to collect the 

feature on the textual similarity between bug reports 

and source files, while DNN was used to learn to relate 

the terms in bug reports to potentially different code 

tokens and terms in source files. Also, in a study by 

Loyola et al. [53], their model was based on learning 

feature representations from source changes extracted 

from the project history at both syntax and code change 

dependency perspectives to support bug localization. A 

well-structured end-to-end architecture was 

incorporated into the system to integrate feature 

learning and ranking between bug reports and source 

code changes.  

Despite the reported effectiveness of these existing 

methods, there is still a need for more sophisticated 

ones as the implication for prompt and accurate bug 

localization is vital to software development processes. 

Consequently, an enhanced rVSM is proposed in this 

study. Specifically, the suggested technique would use 

a mathematical equation to automatically compute the 

value of the magnifier parameter, β, resulting in source 

code files from various projects, even if they include 

the same number of words, not having the same 

magnifier value. This enhancement is expected to give 

an improved result compared with Wong et al. [35], 

where the parameter was manually determined and all 

the projects used have the same value of the parameter, 

which is considered inappropriate due to the different 

characteristics of the projects. Furthermore, the 

proposed method improves the localization process by 

using code coverage before using the IR technique to 

filter the source files. In addition, stack traces and 

spectrum information are merged to improve the 

performance of the proposed IR technique. However, 

these two elements have not been combined to improve 

the accuracy of the automatic bug localization process. 

 

3. Methodology 
This section outlines and describes the proposed e-

rVSM method, tested datasets, and performance 

assessment metrics. 

 

3.1. Enhanced Revised Vector Space Model (e-

rVSM) 

In the proposed e-rVSM, the entire process is 

divided into four sections: code coverage analysis, data 

preprocessing, development of e-rVSM, stack trace, 

and spectrum information analysis. The code coverage 

analysis is carried out before the application of the e-

rVSM; this is to ensure a reduction in the search space 

as only source files identified to be failed will be 

passed to the IR. Each of the stages in the model is 

discussed in detail in the subsequent sections. 

 

3.2. Code Coverage Analysis 

The code coverage refers to all classes and methods 

covered by the program execution. The coverage can 

be achieved through code coverage analysis via code 

coverage tools, where coverage is run to filter the 

source files. This analysis helped determine source files 

that failed and those that were passed. That aims to 

help reduce the search space for the Information 

Retrieval technique. Consequently, only failed source 

files are passed to the IR-based model. The procedure 

for the code coverage analysis is presented in fig. 1b. 

Code coverage tools incorporated into an Integrated 

Development Environment (IDE) for running and 

report generation are required for carrying out this 

analysis. 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 1 (a) The framework of the proposed e-rVSM; (b) Code 

coverage algorithm 

 

Several tools can be used, including Jcrasher, Java 

Code Coverage (JaCoCo) for Java applications, etc. In 

this study, Jcrasher and JUnit are used to analyze. 

These tools (Jcrasher and Junit) try to reveal defects by 

causing the program to throw undeclared runtime 

exceptions. In addition, the error reporting phase was 

made to be automatically generated as a CSV file. 

 

3.3. Preprocessing of Source Codes and Bug 

Reports 

Preprocessing is one of the critical issues that must 

be properly carried out when performing the IR 

process. There are several ways of preprocessing data. 

However, three preprocessing stages were used to 

preprocess the source code files and bug reports for this 

proposed model.  

These stages are Tokenization, Removal of stop 

words, identifier splitting, and stemming: 

1) Tokenization involves breaking down the text 

into terms for each source code file and bug reports. 

This process was achieved using a java class called 

string tokenizer. That enables the bug report, and the 

source code files to be seen as a composition of terms.  

2) Removal of stop words: Stop words refer to 

punctuation, question marks, and any unwanted words 

or character. Removing stop words that were used 

includes removing java keywords and removing words 

such as 'must', 'is', 'so', 'are', and a single character. 

3) Stemming involves reducing a word to its root 

form to enable similar words to be represented using 

the same term. Stemming is usually used for words in 

Information Retrieval (IR) systems so that words with 

almost the same meaning are grouped as the same 

concept. That was achieved through the use of a porter 

stemming algorithm that is based on rules and cases. 

The stemming process is presented based on the rules 

generated to track words to be stemmed. For instance, 

'Complete', 'Completed', 'Completing' are reduced to 

'Complet'. 

 

3.4. Development of e-rVSM 

In this proposed IR- model, source code files are 

considered a corpus, and bug reports as the query. The 

IR technique takes the bug report as a query and creates 

a model to search the source code files based on the 

query from the bug report. The similarity score or the 

level of relevance between the source code files and the 

bug report is computed. In traditional or classical VSM, 

the relevance score between a document represented as 

d and a query q is computed as the cosine similarity 

between their corresponding vector representations as 

described in Equation 1: 

                          (1) 

where and  are a vector of term weights for the 

query q and document d respectively. .    

represents the inner product of the two vectors. The 

term weight w is computed based on the term 

frequency (tf) and the inverse document frequency (idf). 

Thus, the tf and idf are defined in Equation 2. 

                  (2) 

where ftd denotes the number of occurrences of a term t 

in document d, nt denotes the number of documents 

that contain the term t, and #D represents the total 

number of documents (source code files) in a particular 

open-source project. Equation 2 is used by rVSM to 

define tf and idf. Therefore, each term weights w in the 

document vector and its | | are calculated in 

Equation 3. 

            (3) 

              (4) 

Similarly, the vectors of term weights for the query 

and | | were obtained in Equations 5 and 6. 

            (5) 

                  (6) 

It is to be noted that classical or traditional VSM 

does not favor large documents when ranking files. In 

other words, large documents are often poorly 
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represented, whereas, in rVSM, large source code files 

are given more consideration. Thus,  L(Ud) is defined in 

Equation 7 to model the document length in rVSM, 

which is based on logistic function. 

                      (7) 

Equation 7 is used to ensure that large documents 

are given more consideration or higher scores during 

ranking. To control how much favor is given to large 

files size represented by the number of terms, this 

proposed model (e-rVSM) intends to enhance the 

rVSM model by automatically deriving the value of the 

magnifier parameter βeta introduced by Wong et al. 

[35]. It is calculated automatically using Equation 8 

          (8) 

where N represents the total number of source code 

files in each open-source project, #terms represent the 

number of terms in the source code files, and K >= 10. 

With the parameter βeta introduced, Equation 8 now 

becomes Equation 9. 

                      (9) 

Norm is the normalization of the values. The Norm 

is defined as follows: (n - nmin) / (nmax -  nmin ) 

The scoring equation for the enhanced rVSM is 

shown in Equation 10. 

 

 

              (10) 

 

3.5. Stack Trace Analysis 

The stack trace information was retrieved from the 

bug report. For analyzing a bug report with stack traces, 

regular expressions are used. The regular expression 

defined followed these three patterns:  

1) STACK_TRACE_INFO_REGEX = ―\\((. 

*?)\\)‖: This detects all bug reports with an open and 

close bracket. 

2) ―([^\\s]+(\\.(?i(java))$)‖ – It extracts bug report 

with a bracket, space and .java 

3) ―\\s+([a-zA-Z][\\.\\w]‖ - This compares the 

source files detected with the source files in the corpus. 

If such file exists then it is extracted and allocated 

score based on Equation 11. 

Given a bug report q, let st represent the stack trace 

in q, ST be the set of all stack traces; Sstack represents 

the set of files in the stack trace,  Sstackimport represents 

the set of imported files from Sstack and k represents the 

total number of all Sstack and Sstackimport in the corpus. 

Then, with the regular expression earlier defined to 

extract the stack traces, the stack trace score was 

calculated using Equation 11. 

 

 

 

                   (11) 

 

3.5.1. Spectrum Information Analysis 

The spectrum suspiciousness score is calculated 

using Tarantula, one of the techniques for extracting 

spectrum information. It is rated efficient in generating 

spectrum suspiciousness scores and, thus, most popular. 

Equation 12 depicts the Tarantula equation used to 

calculate the suspiciousness score of the program 

element denoted as: 

                       (12) 

NF(d) denotes the Number of Failed test cases 

executing the program element, NF denotes the total 

number of failed test cases, and NP(d) refers to the 

number of passed test cases that execute the program 

element. NP represents the total number of passed test 

cases. The values of SpecScore and StackScore are also 

normalized using the same normalized equation for 

rVSMScore. 

 

3.5.2. Integration of Scores 

All the three scores generated from rVSM are 

denoted as rVSMScores in Equation 10. Stack trace 

score represented as StackScore in Equation 11 and 

spectrum suspiciousness score represented as 

SpecScore in Equation 12 is integrated to rank the 

buggy files. That will be achieved by finding the 

average of the three scores as expressed in Equation 13. 

The average score is used for ranking the source code 

files suspected to be buggy in descending order. 

        (13) 

where rvi is the rVSMScores, stj is the StackScore, and 

spk is the SpecScore. 

 

3.6. Description of Open-Source Dataset 

The datasets used to evaluate the proposed models 

are source code files and bug reports from open-source 

SWT and Zxing (Zebra Crossing) projects. These 

datasets are publicly available and thus, downloaded 

from their respective websites — this study based its 

choice on the Java code platform and the android 

application. Also, the preference for the selected 

datasets extends to open-source projects that have been 

previously used in existing research. For example, 

SWT is part of the Eclipse foundation project and 

consists of Seven Hundred and Thirty-Six (736) source 

files and Ninety-Eight (98) bug reports. In contrast, 

Zxing consists of Four Hundred and Twelve (412) 

source code files and Twenty-Seven (27) bug reports. A 

brief description of the datasets is presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Studied open-source software projects 

Project Description No. Source Files No. of Bug Reports 

SWT v3.1 A standard widget toolkit for Java was designed to provide efficient and 

portable access to the GUI facilities of the OS on which it is implemented. 

736 98 

Zxing A barcode image processing library is licensed under apache and supports 1D 

Product, 1D Industrial, and 2D barcodes. 

412 27 

 

3.7. Performance Evaluation Metrics 

In terms of performance evaluation, bug localization 

models based on the proposed and other methods were 

analyzed using TopN, Mean Average Precision (MAP), 

and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) values. These 

metrics are often used in existing SDP studies to assess 

the performance of bug localization methods[11, 35, 46, 

54]. 

1) Top N Rank: It is a metric used to calculate the 

number of bug reports that have their buggy files found 

and ranked within the top N, where N can be 1, 5, or 10.   

2) Mean Average Precision (MAP): It is an IR 

metric used in evaluating the ranking approaches; it 

calculates the average precision values among a set of 

queries. It emphasizes all the ranked buggy files. The 

higher the value of MAP, the better the performance of 

the approach. The Mean Average Precision is computed 

by taking the mean of the average precision scores 

across all queries. 

3) Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): The reciprocal 

rank of a query is the reciprocal of the position of the 

first buggy files in the result that is ranked to be 

suspicious. MRR is the mean of the reciprocal ranks of 

the results of a set of queries Q. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 
The code coverage analysis on SWT Source Files 

was based on classes in the source file. SWT is an 

open-source from the Eclipse foundation. It is a 

standard widget toolkit for JAVA, and 736 source files 

are retrieved and compiled from this open-source 

project. The files are first checked to see if all the 

necessary executable .jar files needed for the running 

by the Jcrasher are contained in the open-source folder 

before it is imported to the NetBeans environment for 

coverage analysis.  

From these source files, Jcrasher generates a list of 

6069 classes and several test cases for each class. It 

then makes the Junit reproduce their error-revealing 

behavior. The error listings are reported in the form of 

CSV files. As presented in Table 2, in the column 

meant for error, any value greater than 0 signifies that 

the class has an error. Out of these classes generated, 

only 1691 are found to contain error values greater than 

0. That implies that these classes contain errors and are 

therefore filtered out from the project. 

A similar procedure is repeated for the Zxing dataset. 

During this process, the Jcrasher automatically 

retrieved all the classes in the open-source and 

generated test cases for each. These source files contain 

4034 classes, while 651 classes were found to contain 

error values greater than 0. Similarly, these classes 

contain errors and are removed from the project. Table 

2 and Table 3 show the code coverage from SWT and 

Zxing. 

 
Table 2 Samples of code coverage analysis for SWT 

S/N Source Files Classes No. TC Generated Error/No. TC Failed 

1 DND.java DNDTest2 3 3 

2 DND.java DNDTest3 9 9 

3 ImageData.java ImageDataTest1 34 1 

4 ImageData.java ImageDataTest107 500 1 

5 ImageData.java ImageDataTest108 170 36 

6 ImageData.java ImageDataTest122 500 15 

7 ImageData.java ImageDataTest123 61 12 

8 ImageData.java ImageDataTest191 500 21 

9 ImageData.java ImageDataTest192 470 30 

10 ImageData.java ImageDataTest196 378 2 

11 ImageData.java ImageDataTest2 396 3 

12 ImageData.java ImageDataTest200 81 9 

13 ImageData.java ImageDataTest215 500 17 

14 ImageData.java ImageDataTest22 329 32 

15 ImageData.java ImageDataTest4 315 1 

16 ImageData.java ImageDataTest7 453 5 

17 ImageData.java ImageDataTest91 500 3 

18 ImageData.java ImageDataTest92 500 28 

19 ImageData.java ImageDataTest93 299 18 

20 Compatibility.java CompatibilityTest18 4 1 

21 Compatibility.java CompatibilityTest19 303 60 

22 PngDeflater.java PngDeflaterTest2 4 2 

23 Library.java LibraryTest3 3 3 

24 Library.java LibraryTest4 6 5 
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Continuation of Table 2 

25 XPCOMInit.java XPCOMInitTest2 216 109 

26 XPCOMInit.java XPCOMInitTest3 216 109 

27 XPCOMInit.java XPCOMInitTest4 1 1 

 
Table 3 Samples of code coverage analysis for Zxing 

S/N Source Code Files Test Cases No. of Test 

Runs/Generated 

Error/No. of 

Failed TC 

1 ParsedReaderResultTestCase.java ParsedReaderResultTestCaseTest5 1 1 

2 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest1 500 32 

3 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest10 500 35 

4 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest100 500 21 

5 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest101 500 39 

6 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest102 500 37 

7 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest103 500 35 

8 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest104 500 30 

9 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest105 500 28 

10 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest106 500 50 

11 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest107 500 35 

12 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest108 500 36 

13 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest109 500 29 

14 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest11 500 36 

15 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest110 500 36 

16 SMSParsedResult.java SMSParsedResultTest111 500 23 

 

4.1. Summary of the Code Coverage Analysis Result 

Table 4 summarizes the code coverage analysis for 

the two open-source projects used for this study. The 

number of source files, classes generated, errors 

detected, and the number of failed source files retrieved 

for the two open sources are indicated in Table 4. 

 
Table 4 Summary of the code coverage analysis 

S/N Open-Source 

Projects 

No. of Source Files No. of Classes No. of Errors No. Failed 

Source Files 

% Code 

Coverage 

1. SWT 736 6069 1691 106 90% 

2. Zxing 412 4034 651 52 85% 

 

From Table 4, SWT has 736 source code files; 6069 

classes were extracted by the Jcrasher, out of which 

1691 contain an error and have about 90% code 

coverage, while 106 source files were filtered out as 

failed source files. Zxing has 412 source code files, 

4034 classes were extracted, and 651 of them have 

error values greater than 0. The percentage code 

coverage is 85%, and the number of failed source files 

filtered out is 52. Therefore, 106 and 52 source files are 

filtered out as failed source files for SWT and Zxing, 

respectively.  

It can be deduced from the coverage that those 

passed source files are irrelevant to failure and has 

been removed, thereby reducing the search space of the 

IR technique. These failed source files will be passed to 

the preprocessing stage of the IR technique. 

 

4.2. Preprocessing of Filtered Source Code Files and 

Bug Reports 

The preprocessing of the source files filtered after 

the code coverage analysis and bug reports from the 

two open-source projects were done through 

Tokenization, Removal of stop words, identifier 

splitting, and stemming. Also, the number of terms in 

each source file was noted, and the number of 

occurrences of such terms.  

As a result, all the failed source files from code 

coverage and bug report passed through the 

preprocessing stage. Fig. 2 shows samples of a source 

file and bug report after preprocessing. 

 
Fig. 2 Source code files after preprocessing 
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4.3. e-rVSM Results  

 

4.3.1. SWT  

The preprocessed source code files and bug reports 

served as input into the IR. The total number of terms 

and occurrences are used, and their weights are 

calculated using Equation 8, as discussed in the 

methodology section. Fig. 3 shows the experimental 

result of the rVSM.  

A bug report served as a query into the 106 

documents in the corpus. Each of these bug reports 

followed the equations of IR and then had an rVSM 

score for the source files in the corpus. In other words, 

a bug report has a rVSMscore for 106 files. As 

presented in Table 5, the value has been normalized 

using the normalization equation within the range of 

0.0 to 1.0. 

 

4.3.2. Zxing 

The preprocessed source code files and bug reports 

served as input into the IR. The total number of terms 

and their corresponding occurrences are used; the 

weight for each one of them is calculated. Fig. 4 shows 

the result of the rVSM.  

A bug report served as a query into the source files 

referred to as documents or corpus. Each bug report 

then has a rVSMscore for the source files in the corpus. 

In other words, all the 27 bug reports have distinct 

rVSMscore for 52 files used for Zxing. 

 
Fig. 3 rVSM scores for SWT 

 

 
Fig. 4 rVSM scores for Zxing 

 

4.4. Stack Trace Analysis Results  

The regular expression generated detects and 

extracts stack trace files and those imported to the stack 

trace. Values of the stack trace for the source files were 

generated using Equation 11. This analysis was carried 

out for both SWT and Zxing. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show a 

sample of the results of stackscore for SWT and Zxing. 

 
Fig. 5 Stackscore for SWT 

 

 
Fig. 6 Stackscore for Zxing 

 

4.5. Spectrum Analysis Results  

 

4.5.1. SWT Source Files 

The spectrum suspiciousness score for 106 source 

files in SWT was calculated as discussed in the study's 

methodology. After the calculations, each of the source 

files has a Specscore.  Some of the results of Specscore 

for SWT are shown in Table 5. 

 
Table 5 Samples of specscore for SWT 

S/N Source files SpecScore 

1. DND 0.1 

2. ImageData 1.0 

3. Compatibility 0.1 

4. PngDeflater 0.1 

5. Library 0.1 

6. XPCOMInit 0.5 

7. nsEmbedString 0.3 

8. nsIAppShell 0.1 

9. nsIAuthInformation 0.1 

10. nsIBadCertListener2 0.2 

11. nsIBaseWindow 0.1 

12. nsICancelable 0.1 

13. nsICategoryManager 0.1 

14. Accessible 1.0 

15. Color 1.0 

16. FontData 0.3 
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Continuation of Table 5 

17. Font 0.1 

18. ImageDataLoader 0.1 

19. Path 0.9 

20. Region 1.0 

21. StyledText 0.9 

22. Transform 0.1 

23. COMObject 0.3 

 

4.5.2. Zxing Source Files 

The spectrum suspiciousness score for 52 source 

files is calculated using the equation for spectrum 

analysis (See Equation 12). After the calculations, each 

source file has a score denoted as Specscore.  Some of 

the results of this Specscore for Zxing are shown in 

Table 6. 

 
Table 6 Samples of Specscore for Zxing 

Source files SpecScore Source files Spec Score 

PlanarYUVLuminanceSource.java 1.0 BinaryBitmap.java 0.2 

BitMatrix.java 1.0 DecoderResult.java 0.1 

SMSParsedResult.java 0.8 InvertedLuminanceSource.java 0.9 

SMSParsedResults.java 0.8 MultiFormatReader.java 0.2 

RGBLuminanceSource.java 0.2 BlockedParsedResult.java 0.1 

BitArray.java 0.1 Decoder.java 0.1 

GenericGF.java 0.1 DecoderConfig.java 0.1 
PlanarYUVLuminanceSources.java 1.0 DataMatrixWriter.java 0.1 

 

4.6. Integration of the Scores 

All the scores from rVSMScores, Stackscore, and 

SpecScore were integrated to rank the source files in 

descending order. Table 7 presents samples of files with 

scores integrated and ranked files, respectively, using 

SWT. A bug report with ID 108792 has its source files 

integrated and ranked in descending order, as shown in 

the tables. 

 

Table 7 Samples of IntScore result for a bug report in SWT 
Bug ID Source Files rVSM 

Score 

Stack 

Score 

Spec 

Score 

Int 

Score 

108792 Path 1.0 0.3 0.9 0.73333 

 Accessible 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.66667 

 Color 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.66667 

 ImageData 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.66667 

 Region 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.66667 

 PngDeflater 1.0 0.9 0.1 0.66667 

 StyledText 1.0 0.0 0.9 0.63333 

 ImageDataLoader 1.0 0.6 0.1 0.56667 

 nsIBaseWindow 1.0 0.6 0.1 0.56667 

 XPCOMInit 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.50000 

 FontData 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.43333 

 COMObject 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.43333 

 nsEmbedString 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.43333 

 nsIBadCertListener2 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.40000 

 Font 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.36667 

 Transform 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.36667 

 DND 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.36667 

 Compatibility 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.36667 

 nsIAppShell 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.36667 

 nsIAuthInformation 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.36667 

 nsICancelable 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.36667 

 nsICategoryManager 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.36667 

 

Table 7 shows some of the results of returned files 

after integrating the scores and ranked in descending 

order for bug report with ID: 108792. From this, it can 

be deduced that the predicted buggy files for this bug 

report have Path.java as the first file in the returned 

ranked files with the highest score. 

For the Zxing dataset, three scores were integrated 

to form the IntScore as the final score for all the source 

files in this project. Table 8 presents some samples of 

files that have been ranked for Zxing. In addition, a bug 

report with ID 508 has its source files integrated and 

ranked, as shown in Table 8. 

Table 8 Result of ranked files for a bug report in Zxing 

Bug ID Source files rVSM 

Score 

Stackscore Spec 

Score 

IntScore 

508 PlanarYUVLuminanceSource.java 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.666667 

 PlanarYUVLuminanceSources.java 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.666667 

 BitMatrix.java 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.666667 

 InvertedLuminanceSource.java 1.0 0.0 0.9 0.633333 

 SMSParsedResult.java 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.600000 

 SMSParsedResults.java 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.600000 

 DecoderResult.java 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.466667 

 DataMatrixWriter.java 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.466667 

 BinaryBitmap.java 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.400000 

 GenericGF.java 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.400000 

 MultiFormatReader.java 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.400000 

 RGBLuminanceSource.java 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.400000 

 BitArray.java 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.366667 

 Decoder.java 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.366667 

 DecoderConfig.java 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.366667 

 BlockedParsedResult.java 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.366667 

 

In Table 8, a bug report with ID 508 was ranked in 

descending order based on the IntScore. The returned 

ranked files show that PlanarYUVLumi-

nanceSource.java was the first among the buggy files 

ranked. 

 

4.7. Performance Evaluation of the Developed 

Model 

The model was evaluated using the three widely 

used IR-metrics: Top N rank (where N= 5 or 10), Mean 

Average Precision (MAP), and Mean Reciprocal Rank 

(MRR) (See Section 3.3). Before each of the 

parameters' values in the equation can be deduced, the 

changelog files for the bug report must be known. 

Since the bug reports used for this study have been 

resolved, their bug tracking system is checked to see 

the files that have been modified to resolve such bug 

reports. This task is carried out for about one hundred 

and forty-five bug reports used. For instance, Fig. 5 

shows a sample of a changelog file for a bug report 
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with ID 108792 in the SWT source project. 

In Fig. 7, the changelog file for the bug report was 

StyledText.java. This process is repeated for all the bug 

reports, and their position in the returned ranked files is 

noted; this is applied to calculate performance metrics. 

Table 9 presents the values of these metrics for the two 

open-source projects. 

 
Table 9 Overall performance evaluation of the developed model 

S/N Open-Source Projects Top 5 (%) Top 10 (%) MRR MAP 

1. SWT 80.20 89.10 80.00 61.22 

2. Zxing 65.00 75.00 54.00 47.23 

 

In Table 9, the Top N value is set to 5 and 10. For 

SWT open-source, the Top 5 and Top 10 have 80.20% 

and 89.10%, respectively, while the MRR and MAP are 

80.00% and 61.22%. At the same time, Zxing has 

65.00% for the Top 5 and 75.00% for the Top 10. The 

MRR and MAP for Zxing are 54.00% and 47.23%, 

respectively. 

 
Fig. 7 Sample changelog file for bug ID 108792 

 

4.8. Comparative Analysis of Proposed e-rVSM 

with Existing Methods 

The overall comparison of the proposed e-rVSM 

with some existing bug localization methods is carried 

out in this section. The existing works used for 

comparison, as shown in Table 10, consist of 

BugLocator [20], an automated IR-based bug 

localization that used rVSM and the previously fixed 

bug report. BLUiR [39] is also a bug localization 

technique based on rVSM and BRTracer [35] 

developed using rVSM, segmentation of bug reports, 

and stack traces. From Table 10, it can be deduced that 

the model outperformed these existing bug localization 

methods. For SWT its Top 5, Top 10, MRR and MAP 

has 80.20%, 89.10%, 80.00% and 61.22% respectively. 

These values outperformed the existing works of 

BugLocator, BLUiR, and BRTracer. Also, Zxing has 

65.00%, 75.00%, 54.00%, and 47.23% for its Top 5, 

Top 10, MAP, and MRR, respectively. 

 
Table 10 Overall performance evaluation of the model 

Source projects Techniques Top 5 (%) Top 10 (%) MRR MAP 

SWT BugLocator [20] 69.30 79.30 50.20 44.50 

BLUiR [39] 75.00 86.00 66.00 58.00 

BRTracer [35] 79.60 88.80 59.50 53.00 

The e-rVSM 80.20 89.10 80.00 61.22 

Zxing BugLocator [20] 60.00 70.00 50.00 44.00 

BLUiR [39] 64.50 70.00 49.00 39.00 

BRTracer [35] N/A N/A N/A N/A 

The e-rVSM 65.00 75.00 54.00 47.23 

 

From Table 10, it can be concluded that e-rVSM 

developed with the combination of stack traces and 

spectrum information outperform BugLocator, BLUiR, 

and BRTracer. Fig. 8 depicts the graphical 

representation of the comparison. 
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Fig 8. Graphical illustration of performance of proposed method and existing methods 
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Fig. 8 Graphical illustration of performance of the proposed and existing methods 

 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 
This study proposes and develops a novel model for 

IR-based bug localization. The new model incorporates 

code coverage analysis to filter source code files and 

enhance the rVSM model with an automatic magnifier 

parameter to represent significant source code file 

scores appropriately. In addition, the accuracy of the IR 

model was boosted with the stack trace analysis and 

spectrum information. Findings from the experimental 

result of the proposed model on open source projects 

(SWT and Zxing) indicated the effectiveness of the 

proposed IR-based technique for bug localization. The 

successful combination of code coverage, stack trace 

analysis, and spectrum information improved the 

accuracy of bug localization. In addition, the code 

coverage analysis introduced before applying the IR 

technique helped reduce the search space and 

minimized the time for the bug localization process. 

As a limitation of this study, it is imperative to 

explore and investigate other aspects of bug 

localization. For example, machine learning (ML) 

techniques and more enhancement features to the VSM 

model will be investigated. Also, more and different 

open source projects such as Eclipse and AspectJ 

would be used for experimentation. 
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